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Moses brought you to the promise land in "The Ten Commandments." Toni Montana rose
from a Cuban refugee to King Pin in "Scarface." Nino Brown and G-money controlled the
streets of New York selling crack, twenty four seven in "New Jack City." Now comes the story
of the millennium...

"My Call"
Drama, action, sex, violence, humor, heart breaking emotional events, super natural forces at
work, and special effects all packed in this story of epic proportions. A must read book!

Synopsis
This is not Hollywood. This is the real untold story. Until now!
David and Sheila O’Neil have two daughters six and seven. The doctors have told Sheila she
can’t have any more children. The Pastor speaks prophetic words to Sheila that she is pregnant
with a boy. God has chosen him to be a powerful evangelist giving him spiritual gifts of faith,
healing, and working of miracles.
But Satan himself has a contract out on him. His obedient servant is a voodoo doctor name; “Mr.
Bones” who has spiritual powers to do almost anything. His mission; destroy the chosen one,
Ronald Emmanuel O’Neil.
Ron tries hard to do the right thing and later falls in love with Diana who is gorgeous and loves
God. He and Keith have been friends for years and this changes his life. Ron’s heart turns cold
and he conspires with Keith to cover up robbery, murder, and get involved in drugs building an
untouchable empire. Keith deeply loves and fears his girlfriend Stacy, a true “full seven”. She is
stunning.
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The prophecy from God must be fulfilled but not without a price and Mr. Bones is relentlessly
persistent to make sure Ron pays that price. Various temptations are sent Ron’s way including
millions of dollars, expensive cars, and fine ladies. Ron and Keith experience the lifestyle of the
rich, the famous, and the powerful on a level that few have ever seen.
What would you do if you could make a hundred million dollars a month illegally but couldn’t
be touched by the law because the devil was protecting you? Drug Lord Victor Augular is and he
is unstoppable. What! You think this is a game? This ain’t no game. This is money, sex, drugs,
death, and seemingly unlimited power. Behold the story of nonstop action, drama, violence and
die hard love.
Is this a living dream come true or a living hell? You decide.
Ronald Emmanuel O’Neil was chosen and sanctified before his birth by God, but Satan and his
demons are the hit men in his life and Satan never gives up!
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